
 

 

1 little 2, 
little 3 
brave scuba 
divers,  

4 little 5, 
little 6 
brave scuba 
divers… 

7 little 8, 
little 9 
brave scuba 
divers… 

10 brave 
scuba 
divers 
exploring 
the deep 
blue sea!  

February 2018 

Welcome to the Blue Group! 
Christmas Time in the Blue Group 

was a lot of fun… 

We celebrated 
Amandine’s  
4th Birthday  
in December. 

Happy Birthday, 
Amandine!  

We also had to say goodbye to  
Ian & Celeste. We wish them the  

best of luck!   

Y-Vi 

Amy 

Lucas 

Since our last newsletter, we’ve  
welcomed 5 new friends… 

Ms. Carol & Ms. Kristina 

Mia 

Sotaro made salt dough  
to create Christmas ornaments 

The day we put up  
our Christmas Tree…   

Hung made a snowman  
out of snow dough! 

Kotaro wrapped  a special 
gift for his family… 

Adric enjoyed painting our snowman, 
while Celeste & Artemii found 

different ways of exploring it…  

Mia 

We were super excited  
to meet Santa Claus!   

After learning a fun snowman song, the children 
displayed an interest to explore this topic a bit more 

Lou-Anh 



Since our last newsletter, the Big Kids have also started to learn the letter-sounds 
through the ‘Jolly Phonics  Programme.’ For each letter-sound they learnt a special 
song & story. They also took part in various hands on activities like the ones below…  

Reviewing all letter-sounds  
through a fun dancing game  

Still life painting of  
sunflowers! Exploring & making 

igloos for the  
letter-sound ‘Ii’ 

Making lines & letters  
on a special ‘rainbow tray’ 

Drawing things that start with 
different sounds with chalk 

Taking photos with 
 a camera  

while exploring ‘Cc’ 

We made a 3D model of Thao Dien 

Preparing for TET was so exciting: we played drums, got to 
wear a dragon costume & even made our own dragon along 

with the Big Kids Red Group 

We started exploring the 
topic “Wonderful World” & 

made our own globe! 

While learning about Vietnam, we took part in an 
obstacle course related to this beautiful country 

& traced it on the light table.   


